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Class III 
Assignment Date  :  11/05/2020 
 
To be Completed by  :  17/05/2020 

 
Guidelines  : Complete the work given in different subjects according to the 
instructions given along with each subject. It has to be submitted in school 
once the school reopens 
 
Subject  : SOCIAL STUDIES 

Note: Make one notebook for Social Studies and copy down this work 

Lesson 1: (Our family) 

Fill in the blanks: 

1. A good family life helps in building a strong and secure future for the children. 

2. Our grandparents are parents of our father or mother. 

3. A family tree is a chart representing family relationships in a tree structure. 

4. The son or daughter of our uncle or aunt is our cousin. 

5. People living together in a family are called family members. 

Answer the following questions: 

Q.1 What are the different types of families? 

A.1 There are three different types of families: 

1. Nuclear family 

2. Joint family 

3. Single-parent family 

Q.2 What do members of extended family do during special occasions? 

A.2 All the members of the extended family get together during holidays and special 

occasions such as weddings and festivals. All of them have great fun when they are together. 

Q.3 What is the difference between a nuclear and joint family? 

A.3 In a nuclear family, children live with their parents whereas in a joint family, children 

live with their parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins. 

Q.4 What are the similarities and differences that members of the family have? 
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A.4 Members of a family share similarities such as skin or eye colour or certain qualities and 

mannerisms. Sometimes members of one family may have difference in the hair type, eye or 

skin colour. 

Q.5 Define identical twins. 

A.5 Identical twins are babies born at the same time from the same mother who look very 

similar. 

 

Lesson 2: (Changing Lifestyles) 

Fill in the blanks: 

1. In earlier times, food was cooked over a clay stove called chulha. 

2. Junk food or processed food items are usually quite oily and are considered 

unhealthy. 

3. Traditional clothes are still worn today but the styles have changed. 

4. Today, more people are moving to cities to find jobs. 

5. In the early years in India, radio was the popular means of entertainment. 

6. Smartboards, videos, PowerPoint Presentations have made learning more fun. 

Answer the following questions: 

Q.1 Explain the terms non-vegetarians and vegetarians. 

A.1 The people who eat fruits, vegetables, etc and do not eat meat, fish and eggs are called 

vegetarians while those who eat meat, fish and eggs are called non-vegetarians. 

Q.2 What is a balanced diet? 

A.2 A balanced diet is a diet that contains all the necessary nutrients needed by the body in 

the right amount. It includes fruits, vegetables, grains, dairy products and proteins. 

Q.3 How the working environment has changed with time? 

A.3 Earlier, everything was handwritten which took a lot of time. Later, typewriters were 

used to type in the information on paper. Today, computers and Internet have made it 

possible to access information and work from anywhere in the world. 

Q.4 Define the term Broadcasting. 

A.4 It is the process of sending out messages or programmes to be received by radios or 

televisions. 
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SUBJECT:          COMPUTER 

Note: Make one-side ruled notebook for Computer and copy down this work 

Lesson 1: (Computer System) 

Fill in the blanks: 

a) Input means data and commands that we enter into the computer. 

b) A mouse is used to give inputs to the computer by pointing, clicking and dragging the 

device. 

c) A scanner helps to capture images from paper and to input them into the computer. 

d) The ALU does all the arithmetic and logical computations on the input data. 

e) A printer is used to print pictures, graphics and text output on paper. 

f) The hard-disk is the main storage device of the computer. 

g) Application software are used to do a specific task on the computer. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Define Input and Output (as in computers) 

A.1 Input: Input means data and commands (instructions) that we enter into the 

computer. 

Output: Output refers to the final results obtained after the inputs have been 

processed by the computer. 

 

2. Define Input devices and write the names of any three such devices. 

A.2 Devices that help us to enter inputs (data and instructions) into the computer are 

called input devices. 

a) Keyboard 

b) Mouse 

c) Joystick 

 

3. What is Computer hardware? 

A.3 Hardware are physical parts of a computer that we can touch and hold. 

       Example- Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse 

 

4. Define Output devices and write the names of any three such devices. 

A.4 Output devices show us the results of the processing done by the computer. 

a) Monitor 

b) Printer 

c) Speakers 

 

5. Define Storage devices and write down the names of any two such devices. 
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A.5 The devices on which the computer stores our work permanently are known as 

storage devices. 

a) Hard-disk 

b) Pen-drive 

 

6. What is Computer software? Write down the names of any three Application 

software. 

A.6 Computer software are the programs that are stored and run on the computer 

hardware. 

a) MS-Paint 

b) Word pad 

c) MS-Power point 

 

SUBJECT:        DRAWING 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

 Make one fair drawing copy 

 Draw and colour any two fruits 

 

 

Respected All, 

To generate awareness among various stakeholders for effective prevention of 

poaching of mongoose and illegal trade in mongoose hair brushwhich is being 

used for painting, Wildlife Crime Contol Bureau (WCCB)  Govt of India has 

prepared a PPT titled Operation Clean Art – Awareness campaign to save 

Mongoose.    Request you to  share with your children and others  . Give your 

feed back on  rddnr@wccb.gov.in 

The idea is to destroy the market of paint brushes made of mongoose fur. 

Whenever they have to buy brushes children may ask shopkeeper if they are not 

made of animal fur. 

 

 

mailto:rddnr@wccb.gov.in
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STAY AT HOME, STAY SAFE…MAKE THE BEST USE OF YOUR TIME 


